By means of a novel methodology that can statistically derive patterns of co-alterations distribution from voxel-based morphological data, this study analyzes the patterns of brain alterations of three important psychiatric spectra-that is, schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SCZD), autistic spectrum disorder (ASD), and obsessive-compulsive spectrum disorder (OCSD). Our analysis provides five important results. First, in SCZD, ASD, and OCSD brain alterations do not distribute randomly but, rather, follow network-like patterns of coalteration. Second, the clusters of co-altered areas form a net of alterations that can be defined as morphometric co-alteration network or co-atrophy network (in the case of gray matter decreases). Third, within this network certain cerebral areas can be identified as pathoconnectivity hubs, the alteration of which is supposed to enhance the development of neuronal abnormalities. Fourth, within the morphometric co-atrophy network of SCZD, ASD, and OCSD, a subnetwork composed of eleven highly connected nodes can be distinguished. This subnetwork encompasses the anterior insulae, inferior frontal areas, left superior temporal areas, left parahippocampal regions, left thalamus and right precentral gyri. Fifth, the co-altered areas also exhibit a normal structural covariance pattern which overlaps, for some of these areas (like the insulae), the co-alteration pattern. These findings reveal that, similarly to neurodegenerative diseases, psychiatric disorders are characterized by anatomical alterations that distribute according to connectivity constraints so as to form identifiable morphometric co-atrophy patterns.
| I N TR ODU C TI ON
The anatomical co-alteration networking analysis is an intriguing and promising new field of connectomics, which can be defined as the study of the network patterns according to which structural alterations distribute across the brain (Yates, 2012) . In other words, the networking analysis of brain disorders aims to give a description of networks formed by coaltered (or co-atrophic, in the case of grey matter (GM) decreases) cerebral regions. Recent studies in this field show that brain alterations are rarely confined to a single cerebral area, but rather tend to distribute to many different sites. Often brain areas in which alterations co-occur also exhibit patterns of anatomical covariance (Evans, 2013) . Furthermore, converging evidence suggests that pathological alterations caused by brain disorders are likely to follow patterns of distribution that strongly have a network-like architecture, which depends on the organization of both the structural and functional connectivity (Cauda, et al., 2017; Cauda, et al., 2012b; Crossley, et al., 2016; Crossley, et al., 2014; Fornito, Zalesky, & Breakspear, 2015; Menon, 2013; Raj, Kuceyeski, & Weiner, 2012; Saxena & Caroni, 2011; Seeley, Crawford, Zhou, Miller, & Greicius, 2009; Yates, 2012; Zhou, Gennatas, Kramer, Miller, & Seeley, 2012) .
This new field of research is destined to provide invaluable insight in the understanding and diagnosis of brain disorders. Thus far the diagnosis of neuropsychiatric conditions relies entirely on the observation of constellations of behavioral signs and symptoms. However, these diagnostic procedures do not seem to have clear relations to the underlying biological processes that should be the targets of medical treatments (Poldrack & Farah, 2015) . What is more, this approach can result in heterogeneity within diagnostic categories and in poor interrater reliability for many clinical evaluations, which in turn produces a negative impact on clinical outcomes (Freedman, et al., 2013) .
Even the fifth recent version of the DSM still lacks a rigorous neurobiological basis. This is why the US National Institute of Mental Health
Research Domain Criteria (RDoC, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml ; Insel, 2010 Insel, , 2014 has suggested to construct a map of relationships between symptoms' manifestations and wide biological realms, so as to improve both the homogeneity and reliability of brain disorders' classification. The aim of RDoC is to go beyond the old imprecise pathological categories and give the clinicians more reliable diagnostic tools. Recent studies that are consistent with this line of thought have already tried to identify important biomarkers capable of defining classes of patients independently of their symptomatic manifestations (Clementz, et al., 2016; Marquand, Rezek, Buitelaar, & Beckmann, 2016) .
The case of schizophrenia (SCZD), autistic (ASD) and obsessivecompulsive (OCSD) spectrum disorders is paradigmatic of the current neuroscientific climate as well as of the difficulties in clinical diagnosis (Luciano, Keller, Politi, Aguglia, & Magnano, 2014) . For instance, some authors tend to recognize a clear clinical connection between SCZD and ASD (Bolte, Rudolf, & Poustka, 2002; Hommer & Swedo, 2015; Nylander, Lugnegård, & Unenge Hallerbäck, 2008; Ornitz, 1969; Rapoport, Chavez, Greenstein, Addington, & Gogtay, 2009; Sporn, et al., 2004; Starling & Dossetor, 2009; Stone & Iguchi, 2011) . This idea may be supported by recent epidemiologic, genetic, molecular, and brain imaging evidence suggesting an underlying shared neurobiological substrate for ASD and SCZD (Arnone, et al., 2009; Biamino, et al., 2016; Cheung, et al., 2010; de Lacy & King, 2013; King & Lord, 2011; Stone & Iguchi, 2011) . In turn, it has been hypothesized that a common neurobiological mechanism might be at the basis of the repetitive behavior in both ASD and OCSD (Langen, Durston, Kas, van Engeland, & Staal, 2011a; Langen, Kas, Staal, van Engeland, & Durston, 2011b) . Also it has been proposed that OCSD and SCZD might share similar pathogenetic underpinnings (Owashi, Ota, Otsubo, Susa, & Kamijima, 2010) . Of note, other brain structural (Goodkind, et al., 2015) and genetic studies (The Cross-Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2013;
The Network & Pathway Analysis Subgroup of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2015) provide further evidence for transdiagnostic overlaps between psychiatric conditions. These findings suggest significant comorbidities between syndromes as well as relevant overlap of their symptomatology (Buckley, Miller, Lehrer, & Castle, 2009; DeVylder, Burnette, & Yang, 2014; Gorun, et al., 2015; Kessler, et al., 1994; Markon, 2010; Vaidyanathan, Patrick, & Iacono, 2012) . Therefore, the need to understand brain disorders in terms of neurobiological features is ever more compelling (Wang & Krystal, 2014) . In particular, with regard to mental illness it has been proposed that metabolic and microstructural modifications in certain sets of brain regions might be associated with many different conditions (Buckholtz & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2012; Crossley, et al., 2016; Crossley, Scott, EllisonWright, & Mechelli, 2015; Goodkind, et al., 2015; McTeague, Goodkind, & Etkin, 2016) . These abnormalities develop as morphological alterations of gray matter (GM) or white matter (WM) density, which appear as increased or decreased values in voxel-based morphometry (VBM) investigations or as dysfunctional patterns in brain activity (Baker, et al., 2014; Ellison-Wright & Bullmore, 2010; Etkin & Wager, 2007; Goodkind, et al., 2015; Hamilton, et al., 2012) . These studies challenge the intuitive view that each and every brain disorder should exhibit a specific pattern of brain alterations as well as a specific constellation of clinical symptoms (Buckholtz & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2012; Caspi, et al., 2014; Goodkind, et al., 2015; McTeague, et al., 2016) .
In line with these data a recent study by our research group demonstrated that SCZD, OCSD and ASD do not show distinctive patterns of GM alterations; rather, these three spectra showed a common pattern, which can be divided into two clusters of alterations extending across the insulae, medial thalamic and the cingulate cortices (Cauda, et al., 2017) . This finding was also recently supported by a study on functional alterations (Sprooten, et al., 2017) , which has showed that very few functional differences can be statistically observed in a variety of psychiatric conditions (i.e., schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, anxiety disorders, and obsessive compulsive disorder). Of note, this specific pattern of alterations common to SCZD, OCSD, and ASD is probably not only shared by these three spectra, but also by other psychiatric disorders (Buckholtz & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2012; Caspi, et al., 2014; Crossley, et al., 2014; McTeague, et al., 2016) . In fact, it encompasses a set of "core areas" that exhibit higher functional diversity (Andersson, Kinnison, & Pessoa, 2013; or entropy) and have been found to be active in a number of important cognitive functions during fMRI studies (Cauda, et al., 2012b) . These core areas are thought to be part of the salience network (Palaniyappan & Liddle, 2012) , which is in turn part of the cognitive control network (Cole & Schneider, 2007; Niendam, et al., 2012) , and are characterized by abundant populations of Von Economo neurons (VEN; Cauda, Geminiani, & Vercelli, 2014b; Cauda, et al., 2013) . VEN are large, spindle-shaped projection neurons present in layer V of the frontoinsular and cingulate cortex, supposed to be involved in the pathogenesis of specific neurological and psychiatric diseases (Cauda, et al., 2014b) .
In light of these findings, we devised an innovative meta-analytic method for performing an anatomical co-alteration networking analysis of brain disorders. In fact, although this meta-analysis focuses on SCZD, ASD, and OCSD, our methodology can be generally applied for studying every disease capable of producing appreciable neuropathological alterations.
In particular, the present study aimed to investigate and address the following issues:
1. Do neuronal alterations distribute coherently across the brain areas structurally affected by SCZD, ASD, and OCSD in a network like manner?
2. In case of a positive answer, can the anatomical co-alteration network of SCZD, ASD, and OCSD be identified?
3. Within this co-alteration network are there brain areas the alteration of which could lead to a faster and more diffuse distribution of neuronal abnormalities? 4. Can distinct clusters and/or subclusters of co-altered brain areas be identified within the co-alteration patterns of neuroanatomical alterations produced by SCZD, ASD, and OCSD? 5. Finally, can co-altered brain areas exhibit a normal pattern of anatomical covariance? If so, how similar is this pattern to the coalteration pattern of the same areas?
| Selection of studies
We identified the pool of all eligible experiments in the BrainMap database (www.brainmap.org; Fox & Lancaster, 2002; Laird, et al., 2009; Laird, et al., 2005) which reported GM/WM changes within the brain parenchyma. At the time of the selection phase, the BrainMap database was made up by coordinates and associated meta-data of 3,076 publications and 15,243 neuroimaging experiments. For the present metaanalysis, only the brain studies reporting GM and WM changes in standard stereotaxic space were retrieved. As the first step, we identified (separately for each spectrum) all experiments that featured at least one focus of GM or WM change. WM data were not analyzed in this study but, for the sake of completeness, we reported them in the tables.
Criteria for including studies in an anatomical likelihood estimation (ALE) meta-analysis may be influenced by knowledge of the results of the set of potential studies, leading to inclusion bias. To avoid bias in location and selection of studies, the following additional measures were taken: (a) assessment of the bibliographies of each study in BrainMap so as to identify additional studies that might have not been included in the database and (b) search on PubMed of the literature whose temporal boundaries are not included in the BrainMap database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). With regard to this last step, a systematic search strategy was used to identify relevant studies, published until 15 July 2016, involving SCZD, ASD, and OCSD. The search algorithm have been constructed so as to match for: "autism spectrum disorder" (ASD); "obsessive-compulsive disorder" (OCD); "schizophrenia"; "schizoaffective disorder"; diffusion tensor imaging (DTI); and VBM, respectively (for more details on literature search and algorithms, see the online Supporting Information).
Up until 15 July 2016, 1419 papers had been indexed on PubMed with the selected search terms. In particular, all the articles were reviewed in order to ensure: (1) both the presence of the healthy control group and the pathological sample; (2) that the results were reported by using the Talairach/Tournoux or Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates; (3) that the foci of interest had a significance of at least <.05; (4) that the studies described cerebral structural changes visible with VBM or DTI (only FA technique); (5) that the studies were original works; and (6) that original diagnosis was made on the basis of DSM criteria and clinical test batteries.
We adopted the definition of meta-analysis accepted by the Cochrane Collaboration (Green, et al., 2008) and the "PRISMA Statement" international guidelines in order to ensure a transparent and complete report of data selection ).
Studies from BrainMap database and those from PubMed were compared looking for cases of multiple references to the same datasets across articles so as to make sure that only one reference to the same data contributed to the coordinates for the present meta-analysis (see Table 1 and Supporting Information, Graph S1).
Then, the studies were examined to detect dissimilarities or discrepancies. The researchers who carried out this research stage have reached substantial agreement as regards inclusion and exclusion of studies (Cohen's K 5 .7409).
Meta-data were extracted from each selected article. For all articles that possessed the information, we evaluated the diagnostic clusters of each psychiatric spectrum, classifying them on the basis of what was indicated in the section "Subjects and Methods" by the authors of the selected articles. In case the authors did not specified the clinical type described in their study, the "mixed" label was used (Cauda, et al., 2017) . The description of the sample composition and the distribution of the three psychiatric spectra are viewable on the online Supplementary Materials. In order to facilitate analysis, coordinates from MNI space were converted into Talairach coordinates by using Lancaster transformation (Lancaster, et al., 2007) .
Given that many experiments do not report GM increased values, we decided to focus our meta-analysis prevalently on GM decreased values, performing analysis on 1171 foci of interest (see Table 2 ). To have also information about GM increases, their number of foci (which was not sufficiently large to be statistically analyzed) and the number of foci associated with GM decreases were summed and analyzed. We then compared the results of this analysis to those of the analysis performed only on GM decreases data. Since most of our networking analyses principally concern GM decreases data, henceforth we will refer to the co-alteration network as co-atrophy network. In fact GM decreased VBM values indicate a volume reduction of neurons, which can be interpreted as brain atrophy (Table 1) .
| Anatomical likelihood estimation and modeled activation creation map
We performed an ALE (Eickhoff, Bzdok, Laird, Kurth, & Fox, 2012; Eickhoff, et al., 2009; Turkeltaub, et al., 2012) to statistically show the commonalities between the selected experiments on patients with SCZD, ASD, and OCSD. The ALE is a quantitative voxel-based meta-analysis technique, which provides information about the anatomical reliability of results by comparing them with a sample of reference studies obtained from the existing literature. Each focus of every study is considered as the central point of a three-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution: 
For each experiment, we determined a modeled activation (MA) map, resulting from the union of the Gaussian probability distribution of every focus of each experiment. Then we determined the ALE map, derived from the union of the MA maps.
Statistical significance of the activation within the ALE map was calculated by cluster-level inference, as suggested by Eickhoff et al. (2012 Eickhoff et al. ( , 2017 Eickhoff et al. ( , 2016 . Given a particular cluster forming threshold, a null distribution of cluster sizes was obtained by simulating a long series of experiments using the same characteristic of the real data and then by calculating an ALE map. The obtained score histogram was eventually used to assign a threshold p values. 
| Node creation
We created a set of nodes, localized in the points of the ALE map, derived from the union of the MA maps as described in the previous section, where the probability of alteration was higher (peaks of ALE values). In particular, we used a peak detection algorithm to determine the set of local maxima of the ALE values. We selected the voxels showing an ALE peak value greater than a given threshold. To avoid an excessive number of regions of interest (ROIs) a threshold was set at the 75 percentile of the peak values distribution. We then calculated the distance between peaks, thus obtaining a distance matrix for each peak. This was done to avoid ROIs superimposition. Indeed we excluded all peaks within a distance of 10 mm from other peaks. We obtained then a definitive set of peaks. Finally, around every peak we designed a ROI of 10 mm 
| Co-atrophy distribution and connectivity
To study the co-atrophy pattern, we created a co-alteration matrix using the previously defined set of nodes. In a N 3 M matrix each row represents an experiment, while each column represents a network node; in our particular case the matrix is 127 (experiments) 3 33 (nodes). For each experiment we reported a node (ROI) as being altered if the experiment MA map reported 20% or more of the voxels within the ROI. (Table 3) . Therefore, frequencies of the different combinations through all experiments give the following four probabilities: Considering these four probabilities, we can apply the two indices proposed by Patel et al. (2006) for the calculus of connectivity and directionality, called k and s, respectively. These indices have been validated by Smith et al. (2011) with simulated data. With regard to Patel's s, however, a recent study has criticized its efficacy (Wang, David, Hu, & Deshpande, 2017) . For the sake of caution, we decided therefore to limit our analysis to the connectivity aspect by solely using Patel's k index, even though it is worth noting that the criticism by Wang et al.
is typically directed to problems (i.e., deconvolution of the hemodynamic response, temporal resolution) related to the application of empirical Bayesian techniques to fMRI data rather than to anatomical morphometric data, which are to be considered in the present study.
With regard to Patel's k, this index measures the probability that two nodes (say, a and b) appear to be co-altered compared to the probability that a and b are independently altered. This index is defined as follows:
In the fraction the numerator represents the difference between the probability that a and b are co-altered and the expected probability that a and b are independently altered, whereas the denominator represents a weighted normalizing constant. Min # 1 ð Þ indicates the maximum value of conjoint probability P a; b ð Þ, given P a ð Þ and P b ð Þ, while max 
| Node degree
The node degree is the number of connections linking a node with other nodes. We used the degree distribution to compare the node degree of different networks. By using the degree distribution we compared a randomly generated network with those exhibited by the three psychiatric spectra. The degree distribution is the fraction of nodes with degree k, which is defined as:
| Edge betweenness
The edge betweenness consists in the number of the shortest paths going through an edge within a graph or a network (Girvan & Newman, 2002) . Edges with high values of betweenness are involved in a large number of shortest paths, so that their removal may affect communication between many pairs of nodes.
| Network clustering
We employed the k-core decomposition algorithm (Alvarez-Hamelin, Dall'asta, Barrat, & Vespignani, 2005; Bader & Hogue, 2003) to disentangle the hierarchical structures of our concordance network by progressively focusing on their central cores. A k-core of a graph G is the highest connected subgraph of G, in which all the vertices (at least) present a degree of k. In fact, the k-core decomposition of a network recursively removes all the vertices having a degree less than k, until in the graph all vertices with degree k or more remain. This procedure allowed us to consider our concordance network graph as the central most densely cluster or connected subgraph. 
| Structural covariance analysis on normative population
The structural covariance analysis was conducted on the anatomical dataset of normative population previously described with an optimized protocol using the FSL Tools (Douaud, et al., 2007; Good, et al., 2001; Smith, et al., 2004) . First, structural images were brain-extracted and GM-segmented before being registered to the MNI 152 standard space using non-linear registration (Andersson, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2007) . The obtained images were averaged and flipped along the x-axis to create a left-right symmetric, study-specific GM template. Second, all native GM images were non-linearly registered to this study-specific template and "modulated" to correct for local expansion (or contraction) due to the non-linear component of the spatial transformation (Good, et al., 2001) . The modulated GM images were then smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel with a sigma of 3 mm (Andersson, et al., 2007; Douaud, et al., 2007; Good, et al., 2001; Smith, et al., 2004) . The GM images were also merged to obtain a 4D image: the usual x, y, and z coordinates of the brain standard space (MNI coordinates) and along the 4th dimension of the various subjects. For the node coordinates obtained from the ALE analysis we extracted a set of time series to form a matrix of dimension subjects 3 nodes. To do so, for each ROI we averaged the time courses of all voxel belonging to this ROI. From this matrix we calculated the correlation between the columns, thus obtaining a correlation matrix of dimension nodes 3 nodes. The correlation matrix was compared with the coalteration matrix using a BRAMILA tool to perform a Mantel test (Glerean, et al., 2016; Mantel, 1967) . This procedure is a type of randomization in which the columns of the matrices are permutated and the correlation between the distances is consequently calculated (5,000 times).
| Reliability
To better understand the contribution of each spectrum to the MCN we tried to determine the co-alteration patterns associated with each spectrum. However, the number of experiments of two spectra (ASD and OCSD) was not sufficient for a valid statistical analysis; indeed the statistics on ASD or OCSD data only did not produce any significant results. We therefore decided to conduct four different analyses. (1) One spectrum was left out in alternation to study how its removal could change the MCN. (2) We statistically compared ( 
where jXj and jYj are the number of elements of the two samples, respectively.
| RE S U L TS

| Common patterns of anatomical alterations
We performed an ALE that pooled the outcomes of all the experiments taken into consideration in this meta-analysis. This statistic analysis revealed significant GM density decreased values mainly in the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, insulae, medial thalami, ventromedial prefrontal, orbitofrontal, precentral, and cingulate areas. In contrast, GM density increased values were found mainly in frontal poles, posterior lateral thalami, caudate nuclei, putamen, posterior parietal, cerebellar and inferior temporal cortices ( Figure 2 ).
| Co-atrophy network
Our meta-analysis prevalently focuses on GM decreased values, as many experiments do not report GM increased values.
The left panel of Figure 3 and Table 4 show the regions of interest forming the MCN, while the right panel of Figure 3 illustrates the distance matrix showing the k values between nodes. In turn, Figure 4 illustrates the MCN: edges colored from blue to red indicate increasing k values.
The node creation reported 33 nodes placed in prefrontal, insular, cingulate, hippocampal, lateral and medial parietal, temporal and thalamic brain areas. Eight nodes out of 33 were found to be unconnected (i.e., they do not exhibit any significant edge of co-atrophy).
The co-atrophy network, as evidenced in Table 5 a network-like pattern because the connectivity matrix is obtained using the Patel's k, which is calculated by means of a Monte Carlo simulation based on the conjoint probability distribution of altered and unaltered nodes. Indeed in this procedure, the null hypothesis is that no network-like architecture is present, which is to say that all connections are casual or random. Figure 6 shows the 20 edges with the highest Patel's k values (i.e., the couples of most strongly co-altered nodes).
As the MCN is rather large, we investigated the possibility of identifying within it the central most densely connected subnetworks. The analysis conducted with the k-core decomposition algorithm reported a subnetwork (shown in Figure 7 ) composed of eleven nodes located in the insulae, inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), superior temporal gyrus (STG), thalamus and right precentral gyrus.
Similarly to Figure 
| Structural covariance analysis
The structural co-atrophy/co-alteration data can be considered a form of pathological anatomical structural covariance. To better compare the normal structural covariance and the pathological alteration of the nodes that, within the MCN, appear to be the most frequently characterized by GM reduction, we calculated the former in a normative population constituted by a set of healthy subjects. Figure 9 (upper panels)
shows the results of this analysis. The investigated nodes exhibit a rich pattern of anatomical covariance that is fairly correlated with the coatrophy pattern (r 5 .2059 ). This value is statistically significant (p < .0076). The anatomical covariance edges have r values ranging from .67 to .31 (Table 6 ). The 20 edges with the highest covariance values are shown in Figure 10 and mostly exhibit fronto-parietal, insulofrontal, insulo-parietal and temporo-frontal correlations. The nodes 
| Co-alteration networks of GM decreases and GM increases
As already said, most of the studies examined in this meta-analysis do not report GM increase data. However, since we wanted to obtain information from these data as well, we performed a co-alteration analysis on a dataset that was the sum of GM decreased and increased values. The rationale for doing this was that GM increase data were not on their own sufficient to be statistically examined.
Specifically, we conducted two supplementary analyses using as inputs both GM decrease and GM increase data. In the first analysis we employed the same set of nodes previously used for the MCN (see Figure 12 , left panel, Table 4 ). In the second analysis we created a new set of nodes keeping the same node detection parameters already employed.
The first analysis of data (GM decrease plus GM increase) with the same set of nodes of the MCN shows a co-alteration pattern that is somewhat similar to the pattern obtained from the analysis of GM decrease data only ( Figure 12 , right and middle panels). It can be observed that in both analyses the group of main edges linking the insular, cingulate, temporal and parietal cortices is quite constant, even though it is slightly thicker when the sum of GM decrease and GM increase is considered. However, some prefrontal and parietal connections, which are only present when GM decrease data are considered, are lost. In the results obtained from both GM decrease and GM increase data, Patel's k values range from .93 to .34.
The second analysis of data (GM decrease plus GM increase), conducted with a new set of nodes, shows a much thicker network ( Figure   12 , left panel). New nodes, which were not present in the results obtained from GM decrease data only, now emerge, while the nodes that were lost in the first analysis return to be part of the network. (p < .0347). This is probably so because the new nodes obtained by adding the GM increase data are more anatomically covariant than anatomically co-altered. The nodes and edges shared by the anatomical covariance matrix and the matrix obtained from both GM decrease and GM increase data are those associated with the connections between the insular cortices and between the insular and prefrontal/cingulate cortices already found in the MCN. In addition to these connections, other ones occur between the cingulate and posterior parietal cortices. Therefore, similarities between the anatomical covariance matrix and the matrix obtained from both GM decrease and GM increase are less statistically relevant, but they extend beyond the insular cortices, involving also prefrontal, cingulate and parietal regions, which are not present when the anatomical covariance matrix and the MCN matrix are compared.
| Reliability
Analysis 1 reveals that certain edges linking the insulae, temporal lobes and cingulate cortices are always present in the MCN, independently of which spectrum is removed. These edges connect the "core" areas already described in Cauda, et al. (2017) . Most of the other edges are present when ASD and OCSD are removed, but not when SCZD is left out of the analysis. In this case, the MCN is significantly less distributed and less relevant edges are present (see also Supporting Information, Figure S7 ).
This phenomenon can be better understood in light of analysis 2, which reveals that the correlation results between the Patel's k values of the edges associated to each spectrum suggest a good similarity between ASD and SCZD, and between OCSD and SCZD: for ASD versus SCZD r 5 .37, and for OCSD versus SCZD r 5 .56, respectively.
In contrast, correlation values between the ASD matrix and OCSD matrix appear to be less similar: for ASD versus OCSD r 5 .13.
As already pointed out in Cauda, et al. (2017) , analysis 3 reveals that the structural alterations (GM decreases) caused by the three spectra can be clearly subsumed under two clusters. Neither of the two clusters can be specifically associated with a spectrum, as all three psychiatric disorders distribute almost equally within them (see Sup- porting Information, Figure S3 ). Figure 14 summarizes the results of these three analyses.
As Figure 14 illustrates, when we leave SCZD out, the number of edges substantially diminishes; this, along with the fact that ASD and 
| D I SCUSSION
The analysis of the co-atrophy network of SCZD, ASD, and OCSD reveals that alterations in certain GM sites appear to be statistically related to alterations of other GM regions. Although this finding has already been proved to be the case in neurodegenerative diseases, it has never been found before in psychiatric conditions. As our study dealt mainly with GM decreases, we propose to define the ensemble of co-altered areas as morphometric co-atrophy network or MCN and the structural and functional pathways linking these areas as pathoconnectivity.
Our analysis of VBM data has revealed that alterations in the GM density of patients with SCZD, ASD, and OCSD do not develop randomly but rather follow identifiable patterns of co-alteration. In particular, our results indicate that a small number of brain areas show a high degree of pathoconnectivity (Yates, 2012) ; in other words, only a few cerebral areas appear to be particularly co-altered with several other regions. Many of these areas also exhibit a normal pattern of anatomical covariance that can be partly altered by the progressive impact of SCZD, ASD, and OCSD. Clearly, these brain sites play an important role in the formation and development of the MCN and, as a consequence, can be thought of as pathoconnectivity hubs. For instance, the left lingual gyrus appears to be co-altered only with one particular area (i.e., the right precuneus), whereas the left insula (ROI Insula_L1) appears to be co-altered with eleven other regions. Thus, the coalteration patterns of these two areas contribute differently in shaping and developing the MCN across the brain. In fact, neuronal alterations are supposed to distribute more quickly and diffusely from cerebral regions showing a high degree of pathoconnectivity. These results were obtained by calculating the network degree or level of connectivity for each altered area.
Overall, brain sites with the highest network degree were found to be the insulae and the prefrontal cortices, which are also densely connected with each other. These regions are therefore pathoconnectivity hubs and can be considered as primary altered areas, whereas the other brain regions, which have a lower network degree and appear to be connected only with pathoconnectivity hubs, can be considered as secondary altered areas.
The network clustering analysis developed and employed in this study was able to identify within the MCN a "core" subnetwork composed of eleven nodes located in the insulae, IFG, STG, thalamus, and right precentral gyrus. Some of these regions are involved in supporting the salience network, which is an essential part of the frontoparietal control system. The insular cortices are pivotal components of this important circuitry, which has been found to be altered in a great variety of brain disorders (Cole, Repovs, & Anticevic, 2014; McTeague, et al., 2016; Sprooten, et al., 2017) . In particular, the disruption of the functional integrity of this network would account for the executive deficits that are frequently observed across several psychiatric conditions (Power, et al., 2011) . That the insula might be thought of as a pathoconnectivity hub is not surprising, as this brain area has vast and extensive connections to both several cortical areas and the limbic system. The insula has also been found to be involved in important brain functions-that is, integration of external sensory stimuli with emotions, the conscious perception of error, the generation and maintenance of a state of awareness associated with the body's condition (Cauda, et al., 2012a; Cauda, et al., 2011a; Klein, Ullsperger, & Danielmeier, 2013; Vercelli, et al., 2016; Wylie & Tregellas, 2010) .
Our analysis reveals that particularly the anterior part of the insular cortex seems to be mostly involved in the formation of the MCN associated with SCZD, ASD, and OCSD. In fact only one node was located within the posterior insula (i.e., Insula_R2). This node has been found to be part of a network with sensorimotor functions. Overall, these findings provide evidence that the insula is not only an important brain hub supporting functional connectivity during rest as well as task activities, but also a pathoconnectivity hub lying at the center of co-alteration networks produced by a variety of brain disorders. Indeed the idea that anatomically defined subsets of brain regions might be hotspots for abnormality of GM volume is supported by the fact that these core areas are more functionally valuable for higher-order cognitive tasks and adaptive behavior, and thereby also more likely to be associated with a wide range of pathological processes (Crossley, et al., 2016; Crossley, et al., 2014) .
The STG multimodal areas are involved in cortical integration of both sensory and limbic information at the highest level; this makes them key regions implicated in the social perceptual skills. Moreover, STG is thought to process biological motion (Jou, et al., 2011a; Jou, et al., 2011b) and has been associated with some verbal and nonverbal communication impairments observed in patients with ASD (Radua, Via, Catani, & Mataix-Cols, 2011 ).
Precentral and inferior frontal gyri are involved in the mirror neuron system; GM thinning in regions associated with the mirror-neuron system have been correlated with social and communication deficits in patients with ASD (Cattaneo & Rizzolatti, 2009; Keller, Bugiani, Fantin, & Pirfo, 2011; Kilner, Friston, & Frith, 2007; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004) .
The disruption of the thalamus has been variously associated with SCZD and ASD. For instance, a reduced GM density in the thalamus, right cerebellum hemisphere and left temporoparietal cortex is related to intellectual disabilities in ASD (Spencer, et al., 2006) . Moreover, other findings suggest a relationship between hypoconnectivity disturbances in the thalamofrontal system and ASD (Cheon, et al., 2011) . As we will see, the thalamus is also supposed to play an important role in inflammatory processes.
It is worth noting that the brain areas altered by the three spectra (the nodes of our analyses) have a normal pattern of anatomical covariance (Evans, 2013) . This pattern overlaps partially with the MCN (r 5 .2059, p < .0076). Similarities are mainly found in the insulo-insular as well as cingulo-cingulate intraparietal connections. This result suggests that the normal anatomical covariance of insular and cingulate areas tends to be progressively altered toward the development of a pathological anatomical covariance (co-atrophy). Our finding is in line with the frequent observation that the patterns of brain co-alterations match in part the patterns of brain connectivity (Cauda, et al., 2017; Cauda, et al., 2012b; Crossley, et al., 2016; Crossley, et al., 2014; Evans, 2013; Fornito, et al., 2015; Menon, 2013; Raj, et al., 2012; Saxena & Caroni, 2011; Seeley, et al., 2009; Yates, 2012; Zhou, et al., 2012) . In contrast, when different edges are involved, as it is the case of the other altered or co-atrophic areas of the MCN, especially those with a lower network degree, the normal pattern of anatomical covariance does not overlap with the alteration pattern.
The fact that neuronal abnormalities caused by SCZD, ASD, and OCSD converge on a set of core areas that are associated with cognitive control functions (Buckholtz & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2012; McTeague, et al., 2016) finding is further supported by the good correlation between the patterns of anatomical covariance and co-atrophy, especially with regard to the set of "core areas".
The inclusion in the MCN analysis of the GM increase data (GM decrease plus GM increase) leads to a pattern that is fairly similar to the one found on the basis of GM decrease data only; however, the former is significantly less similar than the latter to the normal pattern of anatomical covariance associated with the same nodes. This suggests that GM increase data may contribute to the MCN by adding a series of edges that are not present in the anatomical covariance pattern. However, it must be observed that, given the little knowledge with regard to the processes at the root of the increase and decrease of GM density, the conjoint use of GM decrease and GM increase data is still a debated issue, which is reflected by different approaches and positions in the scientific literature Radua & Mataix-Cols, 2009 ).
To date, at least four mechanisms have been suggested to explain how brain abnormalities propagate (Fornito, et al., 2015; Zhou, et al., 2012) , two of which call attention to the role that may be played by brain architecture. The first mechanism hypothesizes a shared vulnerability (caused in particular by the co-expression of genes) between certain brain areas (Cioli, Abdi, Beaton, Burnod, & Mesmoudi, 2014; French, Tan, & Pavlidis, 2011; Lichtman & Sanes, 2008; Prieto, Risueno, Fontanillo, & De las Rivas, 2008; Wolf, Goldberg, Manor, Sharan, & Ruppin, 2011; Zhou, et al., 2012) . The second mechanism posits a transneuronal spread of misfolded proteins along axonal pathways Fornito, et al., 2015; Goedert, Clavaguera, & Tolnay, 2010; Guest, et al., 2011; Iturria-Medina, Sotero, Toussaint, & Evans, 2014; Zhou, et al., 2012) . The third mechanism proposes a trophic failure in the neuronal metabolism, that is, a dysfunction of trophic factors that would disrupt the development and maintenance of neural wiring (Appel, 1981; Fornito, et al., 2015; Salehi, et al., 2006; Zhou, et al., 2012) .
Finally, the fourth mechanism hypothesizes that the network hubs might be more exposed to nodal stress and, thereby, be more susceptible to pathological modifications (Crossley, et al., 2014; Saxena & Caroni, 2011; Zhou, et al., 2012) . Probably certain pathological processes are preferentially involved in some disorders than in others, at least at their inception. However, it is important to highlight that these four mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, as different pathological factors may operate simultaneously.
Of note, all the three psychiatric spectra examined in this study have been linked to genetic dysfunction. Recently, the risk of developing SCZD has been associated with variation in the major histocompatibility complex locus, in particular in the complement component four genes (Sekar, et al., 2016) . In turn, a number of altered genetic mechanisms have been associated with ASD. In patients with ASD, alterations of gene expressions might disrupt the autoregulatory feedback of neuronal loops, the brain electrical activity, the concentration of signaling molecules, as well as the mechanisms of synaptic excitation and inhibition (Mullins, Fishell, & Tsien, 2016) . With regard to OCSD, it has been suggested that complex patterns of molecular dysfunctions due to genetic factors (regarding in particular the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems) may account for the familial occurrences of this disorder (Nestadt, Grados, & Samuels, 2010; Pauls, 2010; Tukel, et al., 2016) .
Therefore, studies that aim to understand the genetic patterns of brain disorders are extremely important and future investigations are needed to find out whether altered co-expressions of genes can affect the areas that this meta-analysis has put forward as key nodes in the anatomical co-alteration networking of SCZD, ASD, and OCSD.
Furthermore, proteins such as astrotactins have been suggested as a common genetic link among these three psychiatric spectra, because they are fundamental in guiding neurons migration during brain development (Lionel, Tammimies, Vaags, Rosenfeld, & Ahn,
FIG URE 12
Results comparison of the morphometric co-alteration network for GM increases plus GM decreases, and for GM decreases only. The left panel shows the morphometric co-alteration network results for GM increases plus GM decreases using an ad hoc developed set of nodes. The central panel shows the morphometric co-alteration network results for GM increases plus GM decreases using the set of nodes previously employed for the co-atrophy analysis (see these nodes in Figure 2 ). The right panel shows the morphometric co-alteration network results for GM decreases. Colors from blue to red indicates increasing Patel's k values (i.e., increasing co-alteration probabilities) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] 2014). Oxytocin too-which is a hormone not only associated with childbirth, milk let-down, and maternal care, but also with the regulation of social behavior and the formation of pair bonds-has been found to be involved in multiple psychiatric disorders, including ASD, SCZD, and OCSD. Indeed, in patients with ASD oxytocin appears to be related to social recognition, attachment, and stereotyped behaviors, whereas in patients with SCZD it has been associated with a potential antipsychotic effect. Interestingly, in patients with OCSD this hormone has been found to have higher values in patients that respond to serotonin reuptake inhibitor treatment, but lower values in patients who have autistic traits (Cochran, Fallon, Hill, & Frazier, 2013; Humble, Uvnas-Moberg, Engstrom, & Bejerot, 2013; Romano, Tempesta, Micioni Di Bonaventura, & Gaetani, 2015; Shin, et al., 2015; Strauss, et al., 2015) . WM abnormalities and structural/functional connectivity alterations), and clinical observations (Baribeau & Anagnostou, 2013; Cauda, et al., 2017; Cauda, et al., 2014a; Cauda, et al., 2011b; Cheung, et al., 2010; Chisholm, Lin, Abu-Akel, & Wood, 2015; de Lacy & King, 2013; King & Lord, 2011; Pathania, et al., 2014) .
The psychotic manifestations of SCZD, especially the negative and catatonic ones, are so much associated with the social withdraw and communicative difficulty in ASD that even specific tests, such as the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS), sometimes fail and produce false positives if performed on adolescent patients with SCZD (Bertelli, et al., 2015) . Furthermore, psychotic manifestations and ASD are frequently observed in the clinical practice, and it is particularly worth noting that some patients, diagnosed with ASD in their childhood, show a schizophrenic development in adolescence or adulthood, accompanied by psychotic and neurodegenerative aspects (Keller, Piedimonte, Bianco, Bari, & Cauda, 2016) . These clinical data might be accounted for by finding out common genetic roots at the basis of neurodevelopment disorders, which bring about phenotypic expressions with different timings and modalities, due to epigenetic factors affecting the production of proteins with regulatory function over the brain organization and development (Di Gregorio, et al., 2017) . This hypothesis is supported by the clinical examination of families of patients with ASD, in which phenotypic expressions bear psychiatric disorders different from ASD, OCSD, and SCZD (Biamino, et al., 2016) . The relationship between genes, epigenetic and environmental factors could typically emerge from the specific patterns of structural alterations that our analysis has discovered. In particular, brain hubs are likely to be the areas in which this relationship appears to be stronger.
Compared to OCSD, structural abnormalities in SCZD and ASD are especially located in brain areas with a high degree of pathoconnectivity-that is, areas where altered voxel exhibit a higher degree of connectivity than unaltered voxel-albeit not necessarily in network hubs with the highest degree of connections. Presumably, factors being specific to the disorder are likely to determine the regions to be first affected and how anatomical alterations distribute across the brain (Crossley, et al., 2016; Crossley, et al., 2014) .
As pointed out, frontal and insular cortices are essential parts of the MCN shared by OCSD, ASD, and SCZD. In particular, fronto-striatal regions are involved in OCSD, thus supporting the hypothesis that an orbitofrontal-striatal circuit may be abnormal in OCSD (Cavedini, Riboldi, Keller, D'annucci, & Bellodi, 2002; Nakao, Okada, & Kanba, 2014) .
In both ASD and SCZD, disruption of the loop system of the basal ganglia is thought to explain impaired sensorimotor access, which reflects the ability of an organism to filter out irrelevant stimuli. In turn, the neural circuit composed of the caudate nucleus, the orbitofrontal cortex, and the anterior cingulate cortex has been reported to play an important role in OCSD (Chamberlain, Blackwell, Fineberg, Robbins, & Sahakian, 2005) . What is more, the impairment of the anterior cingulate cortex is supposed to be relevant for causing awareness deficits in bipolar disorder (Palermo, et al., 2015) . Finally, hippocampal disruption has been associated with both ASD and SCZD (Wible, 2012) .
From the clinical point of view, alteration of the areas forming the MCN may lead to a disruption of social cognition, which is frequently associated with ASD and SCZD (Bicks, Koike, Akbarian, & Morishita, 2015) . Approaches of functional connectivity reveal that specific parameters of connectivity networks present heritability and are associated with familial risk for psychopathology, suggesting a genetic role not only with regard to psychiatric categories tout court but also with regard to the brain inter-regional synchronization, thus confirming liability to broad dimensions of symptomatically related disorders (Buckholtz & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2012; Caspi, et al., 2014) . What is more, mental illness is generally characterized by polygenic inheritance, which constantly causes genetic liability. This defies the validity of categorical models of psychiatric illness and risk, as it implies that brain disorders can be viewed as the extreme manifestations of normally distributed quantitative traits (Cauda et al 2017) .
The neurobiological substrate of these common alterations may involve a neurochemical unbalance, especially an alteration in the ratios of GABA-glutamate on the one hand, and oxytocin-vasopressin on the other, which could be the targets of specific pharmacological therapies (Ford, Nibbs, & Crewther, 2017; LeBlanc & Fagiolini, 2011 ).
If we draw our attention to the altered areas that are not shared by the three spectra, we see that they can account for differences in symptomatology. For instance, the more involvement of posterior areas (sensorimotor and occipito-temporal) in ASD than in SCZD can lead to a peculiar hypersensitivity for auditory, tactile, and visual stimuli and/or hyposensitivity for pain stimuli. In turn, a more intense fronto-striatal alteration characterizes OCSD, thus supporting the hypothesis that an orbitofrontal-striatal circuit may be abnormal in OCSD (Benzina, Mallet, Burguiere, N'diaye, & Pelissolo, 2016; Cauda, et al., 2017; Cavallaro, et al., 2003; Cavedini, et al., 2002) .
Several studies have supported a role of neuroinflammation in the etiology of ASD, SCZD and other brain disorders. In fact, an increased inflammatory response in the central nervous system is supposed to activate microglial cells, the activity of which leads to the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including interleukin (IL)-1b, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-a. In turn, pro-inflammatory cytokines aggravate and propagate neuroinflammation, thus degenerating healthy neurons and impairing brain functions. Thus, the activated microglia may contribute to the generation of GM abnormalities and, consequently, to the pathogenesis of psychiatric disorders (Hong, Kim, & Im, 2016) .
With regard to SCZD, cortical immune activation and immunerelated markers have been reported in the prefrontal cortex, along with deficits in the basilar dendritic spines of layer 3 pyramidal neurons and disturbances in inhibitory inputs to pyramidal neurons. Importantly, microglia is supposed to regulate excitatory and inhibitory input to pyramidal neurons (Volk, 2017) . Furthermore, differently from SCZD, the development of ASD appears to be more related to cerebellar dysfunction and subsequent thalamic hyperactivation in early childhood. In contrast, SCZD seems to be triggered by thalamic hyperactivation in late adolescence, whereas hippocampal aberration can possibly originate in childhood. A possible culprits could be found in the metal homeostasis disturbances, which can induce dysfunction of blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier. Thalamic hyperactivation is thought to be produced by microglia-mediated neuroinflammation as well as by abnormalities of the intracerebral environment. Consequently, it is
likely that thalamic hyperactivation leads to the dysregulation of the circuit formed by dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and lower brain regions related to social cognition (Nakagawa & Chiba, 2016) .
All these considerations provide further support for the hypothesis of a common neurobiological substrate at the basis of diagnostically different psychiatric conditions (Buckholtz & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2012; Caspi, et al., 2014; Crossley, et al., 2014; McTeague, et al., 2016) . Intriguingly, our findings are consistent with similar results obtained by Goodkind et al. (2015) , which have highlighted the importance of the anterior insula/dorsal anterior cingulate network as a key circuit that is impaired by different brain disorders. Both our results and those of Goodkind et al. are in line with the theoretical proposals suggesting the need for transdiagnostic accounts of neuropathological diseases (Buckholtz & MeyerLindenberg, 2012; Caspi, et al., 2014; Crossley, et al., 2014; Douaud, et al., 2014; Etkin & Cuthbert, 2014; McTeague, et al., 2016; Voytek & Knight, 2015) . The co-alteration networking analysis developed in this study could play a major role in order to investigate the pathological brain as well as to lead us to a unifying perspective on neuropathology.
| Relationship between the co-alteration matrix and diffusion matrix
At first sight the relationship between the structural co-alteration pattern and the propagation pattern of alterations may seem unclear, as the two concepts are likely to be considered unrelated. In fact, the former is straightforwardly associated with a picture of a static event, which is based on anatomical evidence, while the latter is typically conceived as implying a causal event characterized by a precise temporal directionality, which can be investigated by longitudinal studies. The propagation of neuronal abnormalities is a dynamic phenomenon, which has its onset in certain cerebral areas and then proceeds to affect other parts of the brain. Cerebral areas appear therefore to be altered in different temporal sequences, thus originating different propagation patterns. These patterns, however, can be mathematically described by a Laplacian matrix. What we propose to show is that this type of matrix can be also obtained from co-alteration meta-analytical data. Strictly speaking, therefore, although this does not allow to speak about propagation, it does allow us to interpret the co-alteration pattern as having a network-like architecture.
If we consider two brain areas (populations of neurons): A1 (altered) and A2 (unaltered) that are structurally connected, then we can say that the alteration factor, which propagates to A2, is the product of the concentration of the alteration factor x 1 and the strength of the effective connectivity c 12 . Consequently, at a certain time the concentration of the alteration in A2 is going to increase by a factor of bc 12 x 2 2x 1 ð Þ dt, where b is the diffusion constant that controls the speed of alterations' spread.
This model can be mathematically described in differential terms, such as: Abdelnour, Voss, and Raj, (2014) have shown that it is possible to construct a network of cerebral nodes by developing this model with the following equation:
where L is the Laplacian matrix, which is defined as:
In this equation D is the degree matrix, which is a diagonal matrix containing information about the number of edges attached to every node, and A is the adjacency matrix, which is a square matrix containing information about whether or not pairs of nodes are adjacent or connected.
It can be shown that this formula is the heat equation, which in turn is a particular case of the diffusion equation, generalized to complex networks (Kondor & Lafferty, 2002) . The diffusion equation has the following explicit solution:
This formula defines the evolution of an initial configuration x 0 of a diffusion process.
The Laplacian matrix, needed for the solution of the diffusion equation, can be derived from the co-alteration matrix of metaanalytical data. In fact the co-alteration matrix, which can be calculated in several ways (Crossley et al., 2013) , represents the relationship between the structural alterations of different nodes of a complex network. In our case we determined the co-alteration matrix by using the Patel's k, which is an index capable of describing statistically the degree of association between nodes (Patel et al., 2006) see Section 2 for more details). The final result is a square and symmetric matrix, which is tantamount to the adjacency matrix A containing in its rows and columns the nodes of the complex network. This is nothing but a connection matrix, from which it is possible to obtain the degree matrix D and, thereby, derive the Laplacian matrix L, which eventually allows to construct the diffusion dynamics of the complex network.
We can see clearly now that there is a strict mathematical relationship between propagation pattern (causation) and co-alteration pattern, as it is possible to obtain from co-alteration data the diffusion matrix of the alterations. In fact, the Laplacian matrix of Equation 1 may allow us to create a temporal description of the alterations' spread. What we need is just an initial node, in which alterations begin to accumulate (start condition x 0 ); from that point of onset we therefore could see how alterations propagate in time and space through the sequence of the progressively altered nodes. Still, the analysis of meta-analytical data of co-alterations cannot permit to identify the onset of the alteration process (initial nodes). Therefore, we can say that alterations diffuse from nodes to nodes, but we cannot describe the progression of this diffusion. This is why in the article we refer to the diffusion of alterations in the terms of "distribution" rather than "spread" or "propagation".
However, on the grounds of the mathematical considerations stated above, we can confidently hold that the co-alteration pattern resulted from our analyses is to be interpreted as a network-like phenomenon.
| Limitations
The meta-analysis presented here has been carefully designed. However, some critical aspects should be recognized. The first aspect regards the literature search, in which a good number of potential studies have been identified but others could have been missed. The second aspect regards the heterogeneity of group subjects (different for age and gender) that participated in the studies retrieved for this metaanalysis, which could be a possible confounding factor.
The third aspect concerns the fact that the sample used to calculate the anatomical covariance obviously differ from the sample used to calculate the MCN; in other words, it must always bear in mind that these analyses are derived from two different populations and, importantly, from different types of data, native ones on the one hand, and meta-analytical ones on the other. As meta-analytical data are aggregated for groups of subjects, we are not able to distinguish possible differences due to either the healthy population or the pathological one. However, it is very unlikely that these differences could increase the number of false positives; in contrast, it is much more likely that they could increase the number of false negatives.
The fourth aspect concerns the greater representativeness of SCZD with respect to the other two spectra, which could lead to think that our results are considerably driven by SCZD data. However, the further analyses discussed in the paragraph "Reliability" address this limitation and make it unlikely for the following considerations. (1) Edges co-alteration values of ASD and OCSD are somewhat similar to those of SCZD. (2) The MCN calculated without SCZD data is very similar to the MCN calculated by using all the data of the three spectra. (3) GM alterations are not specific to a particular spectrum but tend to be subsumed into two clusters within which they distribute rather homogeneously (see Supporting Information, Figure S3 ). (4) Apart from the inevitable differences due to the reduced sample, the MCN obtained by equalizing the number of experiments for each psychiatric spectrum largely overlaps the MCN obtained by using the whole original dataset (Dice coefficient 5 .7969; see Figure 15 ). This result is very encouraging, as the new MCN overlaps for the most part the original MCN, thus making much less likely that the analysis on the whole dataset is largely driven by SCZD data.
Of course we cannot completely exclude that the numerousness of the SCZD sample somehow influenced the MCN pattern but, taken together, all the reliability results lead us to think that most of the MCN actually represents an alteration pattern that is common to the three neuropsychiatric spectra. Finally, it is worth noting that one of the main goals of our work is to demonstrate that it is possible to investigate anatomical co-alteration patterns related to neuropsychiatric/neurological conditions by using techniques that are based on the conditional probability. Given that the application of this methodology is new, we preferred to test it on as many data as possible; the union of these data was allowed by transdiagnostic considerations as well as by a previous publication of our research group (Cauda et al., 2017) , in which we showed that SCZD, ASD and OCSD share a significant set of neuronal alterations. Still, other studies are needed to confirm the hypothesis that different psychiatric conditions share brain alteration patterns with the help of different methodologies and other data whose source is not meta-analytical.
| CON CL U S I ONS
This meta-analysis was able to address the following important issues.
1. In SCZD, ASD, and OCSD GM alterations do not distribute randomly across the brain but rather follow identifiable patterns of co-alteration.
2. These patterns exhibit a network-like architecture, forming an ensemble of co-altered areas that can be defined as morphometric co-atrophy network or MCN, along with the structural and functional pathways linking these areas, which in turn can be defined as pathoconnectivity.
3. Within the MCN it is possible to identify certain cerebral areas, which can be thought of as pathoconnectivity hubs according to their network degree or level of connectivity with every other coaltered area. The alteration of these hubs is supposed to lead to a faster and more diffuse distribution of neuronal abnormalities across the brain.
4. Within the MCN it is also possible to identify a "core" subnetwork of co-altered areas, encompassing insular, prefrontal, thalamic, parahippocampal, superior temporal and precentral regions.
5. A normal pattern of anatomical covariance is also associated with the MCN areas. In part the MCN and the anatomical covariance pattern overlap, which suggests that brain disorders may influence and alter the development of the anatomical covariance by modifying preexisting structural covariances as well as producing other pathological ones (co-alterations).
The new methodology of morphometric co-alteration network analysis developed in this study, as well as the possibility to implement this analysis on huge databases, promises to open exciting prospects for the understanding of the pathological brain. A growing body of research is developing around the hypothesis that the brain is altered on the basis of its neural organization. Therefore, the development of a valuable connectomic approach to the co-alteration of structural and functional neuronal abnormalities is essential for understanding better the dynamic of brain disorders (Fornito et al., 2015) . Also, from the etiological point of view, neuroanatomical alterations may be associated with a pathologically increased neuroinflammatory response. Future investigations into this line of research are promising to shed new light on how the brain responds to illness as well as on how brain diseases can be influenced by the cerebral structural and functional organization. This important knowledge will help the clinical practice to achieve a better predictive diagnostic power and improve medical care and treatment.
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